UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

2023 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

LUNDQUIST COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Undergraduate Programs
On behalf of our entire faculty and staff, welcome to the 2023 Charles H. Lundquist College of Business commencement ceremony. We are so glad you are here to celebrate this great achievement.

To our students—I would like to offer my hearty congratulations. Your years with us were unprecedented. But you persevered to earn your degree, and this determination and tenacity will serve you well as you go on to your next endeavors. We are so proud of your accomplishments.

I would also like to acknowledge the family and friends who are here to help us celebrate these achievements. You have been there to support and encourage our graduates, and we appreciate your dedication and investment.

At the University of Oregon’s Lundquist College of Business, we apply critical thinking and creativity to help make the world a better place. Our graduates are leaders in entrepreneurship, finance, management, sports business, accounting, sustainable business, data analytics, and so much more.

I hope that as you fly forward, graduates, you will always remember that you are an important part of our UO business community. We are very proud of you, and look forward to hearing about your future successes.

Congratulations Lundquist College of Business Class of 2023, and Go Ducks!

Bruce Blonigen, Edward Maletis Dean, Lundquist College of Business
Commencement Ceremony

TUESDAY, JUNE 20, 2023

Welcome and Opening Comments

Bruce Blonigen
Edward Maletis Dean, Lundquist College of Business;
Philip H. Knight Professor of Social Science

Undergraduate Programs Recognition and Honors

Angela Davis
Senior Associate Dean, Academic Programs; Co-Academic Director,
Oregon Executive MBA; Jack O. Rickli Professor of Business
Collette Niland
Associate Dean, Advising and Student Experience

Awarding of Diplomas

Bruce Blonigen
Collette Niland

Closing Remarks

Bruce Blonigen

Presentation of the Class of 2023

Bruce Blonigen

Recessional

Please remain seated throughout the recessional. The audience
will be invited to exit Matthew Knight Arena when all of the
graduates have left the arena. Thank you for your cooperation.

Reception

A reception will be held in the Lillis Business Complex immediately
following the commencement ceremony. The Lillis Business Complex is
located on 13th Avenue near Kincaid Street (see map at end of program).
COLLEGE AWARDS

Oregon Society of CPA's Outstanding Student Award
Sarah Elizabeth Gentry*

Charles H. Lundquist Outstanding Student in Entrepreneurship Award
Alden Reese Schatz

Outstanding Student in Operations and Business Analytics Award
Oluwakoyinsola Irefunmilayo Olopade*

Outstanding Achievement in Finance Award
Ethan Jun Wong

Outstanding Student in Marketing Award
Megan Christine Bray
Annie Thanh Thao Bui

David Warsaw Outstanding Undergraduate in Sports Business Award
Christopher Braden Buerk
Luca Claudio Albano

UNIVERSITY AWARDS

Centurion Award
Natania Yofira Suryanata*

Dean's Award for Service
Jacob Enrique Campos
Caleb N. Charonnat
Braden James Parris
Tristan Akira Phillips
Sharon Doka Sherpa
Lauren Cassidy Sims*
Gabrielle Vera
Camila Elaine Wilson

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
CAREER AMBASSADORS
Gota Koyama
Makayla Marcia Massar
Yubeen Noh
Anh Thai Diem Pham

PEER ADVISORS
Ashley Aleksandr Allen
Margaret Anka Capalia
Gerardo Herrera-Moreno
Kathryn Ashley Jameson
Maria Shoshana Milgram
Reid Ashton Mitchell
Ethan Grinnel Rogers
Lauren Cassidy Sims*
Audrey Marie Sirois
Nicolaus Robert Strozeski
Tristan Antuan Tran

DUCK GUIDES
Abigail June Delaney
Matthew James Phipps
Timothy Hunter Shepherd
Jordan Paul Wilson

BUSINESS HONORS PROGRAM
Jason Michael Baumann
Megan Christine Bray
Evie Michaela Brown
Joshua Thomas Butler
Heidi Elizabeth Criteser
David James Cynkin
Eleanor R. Davis
Mihlan Eliana Seatriz Gaviola
Sarah Elizabeth Gentry*
Carson Blake Hansen
Gerardo Herrera-Moreno
Jose Luis Huato Garavito
Connor Reece Jackson
Huaqing Jiang
Andrew Kenneth Jones
Nicole Suzanne Lang
Derek Kirby Leneve
Reid Ashton Mitchell
Adam Luke Newman
Oluwakoyinsola Irefunmilayo Olopade*
Myles Addison Parkel*
James Nicholas Pashek
Nutanchasa Piyasiriluksika
Kayla Elizabeth Rae
Jaiden Raine Spicher
Alden Reese Schatz
Joshua Blankfeld Steele
Nicolaus Robert Strozeski
Natania Yofira Suryanata*
Dylan J. Trieb
Kieran Lawrence Turnbull
Colin K. Umemoto
Ethan Jun Wong
Jackson Christopher Young

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
LATIN HONORS

Graduating seniors who have earned at least 90 credits in residence at the University of Oregon and have successfully completed all other university degree requirements are eligible for university graduation with Latin honors. These distinctions are based on students’ percentile rankings in their respective graduating classes as follows:

Outstanding Graduate
*Graduating at the Top of the Lundquist College of Business Class*

Sarah Elizabeth Gentry

Summa Cum Laude
*Top 2 Percent of the University Graduating Class*

Fengyan C. Chen
Joshua Thomas Butler
Haiyi Chen
Estevan R. Garcia
Sarah Elizabeth Gentry
Derek Kirby Leneve
Oluwakoyinsola Irefunmilayo Olopade

Owen James Pugh
Kent Ellis Schoenborn
Curtis L. Sierakowski
James Patrick Ward
Aliah Rae Washington
Ethan Jun Wong

Magna Cum Laude
*Top 5 Percent of the University Graduating Class*

Jordan Matthew Brewer
Kira Eden Busch
Bretten Scott Farrell
Hannah Lynn Felt
Matheus Gampert Henz
Conner Michael Hudson
Francesca Darlena Ierulli
Adam Max Kovan
Gota Koyama
Ting-Chen Lee
Matthew Kyle Magon
Makayla Marcia Massar
Sadie Leigh McBride
Danielle Adrienne Mendoza
Myles Addison Parkel
Emily Anne Perkins
Shawn Ian Recca
Lauren Cassidy Sims
Tsz Yau So
Trey Marcellis Trunnell
Kieran Lawrence Turnbull
Katherine Isabel Vedder
Jonah Blain Willard

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Cum Laude

Top 10 Percent of the University Graduating Class

Luca Claudio Albano
Luke William Bales
Jason Michael Baumann
Mason Daniel Brandt
Megan Christine Bray
Riley Lane Farrell*
Mihlan Eliana Seatriz Gaviola
Skylar Payton Knitowski
Daniel Ryan Knutsen
Nicole Suzanne Lang
Ava Melody Massarat
Kelsten Lind McCandlish
Jenna Cassidy Miloe*
Donovan Edward Muniz
Alicia Kaishi Ng
Braden James Parris
Parker Emerson Rollins*
Dylan Grey Schafer
Milica Simovic*
Nicolaus Robert Strozeski
Isabel Susan Talley
Rou-Ting Tseng
Olivia Rigel Viorst
Cyrus Tzelam Wong

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
LUNDQUIST COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Fall 2022 Graduates
Derek Buckley Akey
Deiahdeen Adil Alhjaj
Abdulla Alkaabi
Austin Jared Antoni
Jocelyn Ruth Barney
Bryant Bautista-Quiahua
John James Britt
Aidan Zachary Brown
Brendan Alan Mahiai Brown
Christopher Braden Buerk
Margaret Anka Capalia
Fengyan C. Chen*
Laura Kathryn Cochran
Drew B. Cohen
Julian Charles Dyke
Ivan Gregory Een
Stacia Mariko Eng
Nicolo E. Gori
Lee Helmick
Gabriel Agustin Huerta
Madaline Eva Kalas
Andrew William Kidd
Lucas Erik Maki
Jeremy Michael Martin
Elijah Blake Matthews
Michael Fisher McCabe

Hunter Clay McKercher Davis
William Thomas McNamara
Jack Benson Minns
Aneka Rose Moffitt
Jacob Kieran Neill
Tyler Minnie Ness
Danny Nguyen
Derek C. Nguyen
Taylor Anne Peabody
Landen Reid Pittam
Eric C. Ponce
John David Quinn
Brighid Danae Russi
Joshua Irwin Sarason
Yu Chiao Shih
Jaime Elyjah Silva
Jace Andrew Teague
Jesus Javier Toscano Escott
David Trujillo Montero
Damon David Valdivia
Raymond Joseph Villela
James Patrick Ward
Jonah Blain Willard
Reid Tatsuo Yamashiroya
Tyler Austin Young

Winter 2023 Graduates
Samari Abiori
Megan Nicole Ayres
Tricia L. Barto
Katelyn Marie Berneking
Phoenix Brooks

Nathan E. Brubach
Annie Thanh Thao Bui
Jiawei Cai
Kamrin Caoili
John F. Chacko

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Tingjun Chen
Alexander Justin Cohen
Jillian Irene Cougle
Devin Isamu DeBacker
Samantha Michelle Dilluvio
Chad Nicholas Dollarhide
Julia Dragu
Alex Edwin Drews
Ben P. Dunbar
Ai Barbara Erbe
Angus Rolf Folml
Madeleine R. Frost
Mihlan Eliana Seatriz Gaviola
Daniella Rae Giansante
Kyrstin Anne Ginter
Aidan David Goldenson
Nicholas James Grady
Samantha L. Greene
Ty Bobby Hampton
Cheyenne Madison Hsieh
Matthew John Hui
Fiona Luneau Hutchinson
Kathryn Ashley Jameson
Bethany Roseanna Kepner
Lauren Corina Koll
Gota Koyama
Kayla Ai Nhi Lam
Reese Major Lawrence
Ji Young Lee
Rachel Ann Lemmon
Camden James Lewis
Zoeo Ann Li
Keagan Cole Lutje
Malcom T. Ma
Aubrey Stephen Scott Marks
Dominic Luis Martinez de Castro
Ryan Walter McGovern

Mason Alexander Messinger
Benjamin Robert Miller
Seyedtaha Mirghorbaninokandeh
Mia Helene Moerck
Sam Arnold Muhlheim
Megan Gloria Mullins
Tyler William Nanney
Tuong Van Anh Nguyen
Hailey Jordan O’Connor
Ethan James Orcutt
Derek Steven Osenga
Braden James Parris
Caden Reed Patterson
Brooke Elizabeth Pene
Emily Anne Perkins
Peter Pham
Ethan James Prow
Austin Reed Pultz
Don Carlos Cheng Ramirez
Zina J. Ramirez
Jacob Robert Reynolds
Parker Emerson Rollins*
Alden Reese Schatz
Samson E. Sibony
Milica Simovic*
Kendra Shay Sitz
Samantha McGregor Skloss
Sonali Abhay Thatte
Mitchell Edward Turner
Alyssa Yuchun Wang
Garrett Michael Watkins
Katrina Michelle Wiebenson
Caroline Quinn Young
Jackson Christopher Young
Chuyuan Zhou

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Spring 2023 Candidates
Max Nathaniel Luis Addis
Cesar Aguiar-Fregoso
Zachary Riley Aguinaga
Luca Claudio Albano
Amaya A. Aldridge
Louis Anthony Alfaro-Garcia
Ashley Alexisandr Allen
Aziz Saleh Khamees Saleh Almansoori
Dylan Kiyoshi Almanza
Adam Brock Alston
Taki Fike Alyasri
Hunter Austin Anderle
Emily Grace Anderson
Serenity Rose Andreasen
Elizabeth Rose Andrews
Austin Tyler Anselmi
Lauren Claire Arft
Sakar Aryal
Adriel David Azera
Elliot Charles Bach
David Garrett Bagby
Tia S. Bagha
Dylan M. Bagha
Grace C. Baker
Luke William Bales
Gloria Zeferino Ballesteros
Jensen Erica Barnes
Ryan James Barnett
Elliot Alexandra Barron
Jason Michael Baumann
Jairo Becerra
Mikayla Tran Bednarz
Alaina Cristalle Bekebrede
Monique Morelia Betanzos
Adam Kendall Beyer
Roman Andriyovych Bezvikonyi
Henry Webster Bjork
Maxfield Charles Bloom
Hudson Jeffrey Bockmier
Carson James Borrelli
Olivia Mai Fun Bowne
Rory OLeary Bradford
Mason Daniel Brandt
Megan Christine Bray
Megan Burke Brennock
Tasha K. Bresnehan
Jordan Matthew Brewer
Nicholas W. Broback
Evie Michaela Brown
Paul Anthony Bruni
Monica Adriana Bugarin
Ethan Yukio Burak
Thomas Jackson Burton
Kira Eden Busch
Joshua Thomas Butler
Jacob Enrique Campos
Raffaele Trieste Carbone
Rose Janice Carroll
Daphne Alexandra Carwin
Kyle Jeffrey Casley
Philippa Rachel Cavill
Alyssa Anne Cefalu
Caleb N. Charonnat
Aaron K. Chen
Haiyi Chen*
Wesley Cheng
Antheny Chhay
Vincent Antonio Christenson
Ryan Jun Yu Chu
Jack Morgan Ciarlo
Alexander Sebastian Cirina
Randall P. Clark
Zachary M. Clark
Thomas W. Codiga

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Cannon Donald Collins
Katherine E. Collins
Brett M. Colvin
Royce E. Connolly
Keaton Kearney Connors
Madeline G. Cooney
Jonathan David Cooper
Sawyer Riley Coye
Heidi Elizabeth Criteser
Stefano Travis Cruccas
Thomas J. Cummings
Erica Claire Cutrono
David James Cynkin
Abigail Lin D'Antonio
Jackson H. Daecher
Yuanlong Dai
Dylan P. Davey
Brynn Marie Davidoff
Bella Grace Davies
Eleanor R. Davis
Mariah Elizabeth Davis
Nathaniel P. Davis
Brandon Cole De Leon Martinez
Walker David Dechant
Kyle J. Del Pizzo
Abigail June Delaney
Emily Jung-Ying Deng
Michael B. Descamp
Hunter K. Deshaw
Gabriel Nicholas DeVille
Nathan G. Dickinson-Jones
Nicholas Joseph DiMario
Kaeden Michael Dodge
Marissa Marie Dougall
Laurel Rose Douthit
Jayden J. Dover
Tynan Marshall Drayton
Chase Ryan Drew
Ava M. Drury
Beiyu Duan
Benjamin D. Duilio Franklin
Bradley Edward Eagan
Kathleen Elizabeth Early
Jonathan C. Eaton
Kiriahna D. Edeline
Britney Marie Eickhoff
Brandon B. Erb
Max M. Fabrycki
Weston William Fairey
Bretten Scott Farrell* 
Riley Lane Farrell* 
Jordan S. Feffer
Hannah Lynn Felt
Brett Robert Filuk
Jack Douglas Finders
Sofia M. Finerman
Alexis Antoinette Finke
Ethan Gordon Fishlow
Caitlyn Janson Foley
Lindsey Rose Gagnon
Cailin Jennifer Gahan
Nicholas Zhang Galemmo
Matheus Gampert Henz
Estevan R. Garcia* 
Anya Jane Gehley
Sarah Elizabeth Gentry* 
Samuel Jeffrey Gfroerer
Darius Alessandro Ghorbani
Jackson Lou Ginn
Gabrielle Kalena Godlewska
Anastasia Kate Fredheim Goglin
Asher Z. Golden
Gabriel Isaiah Gomez
Michael David Gooding
Jared Douglas Gordon
Thomas Scott Grigsby

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Sebastian Joseph Grillo
Thomas Allen Gritzmacher
Keeley Rose Groos
Colin P. Gross
Thomas Mitchell Guthrie
Kara Hanna Guttridge
Sophia Lauren Hall
Kaitlin Kioko Hanay
Rachel Elizabeth Hansbro
Carson Blake Hansen
Alexander D. Hart
Thomas Alan Hazlett
Lena Sage Heaney
Chloe Azel Henderson
Andrew Hendrickson
Kieran Toal Hennigan
Gerardo Herrera-Moreno
Summer Maleia Hess
Skye Bela Higdon
Lena Hirabayashi
Shayla Kim Hoang
Ethan David Hofmann
Claire Elizabeth Hogenson
Ethan Nicholas Holroyd
Kian G. Hoover
Eamon Asa Hornish
Gengchen Hu
Huiming Huang
Jose Luis Huato Garavito
Conner Michael Hudson
Colton B. Hudspeth
Francesca Darlena Ierulli
Taisei limura
Anthony Paul Intraversato
Connor Reece Jackson
April Emily Jaimes
Thomas Jay Jamieson
Huaqing Jiang
Ellie Grace Johnson
Erik James Johnson
Jordyn Noel Johnson
Leo R. Johnson
Max Paul Johnson
Maxwell Julian Johnson
Parker Traci Johnson
Andrew Kenneth Jones
Maddison Paige Journic
Connor Christian Justrom
Zion Kawai Kaleikau-Stickland
Daniel Louis Katz
Jackson Rocket Kennon
Kody Tyler Kent
Leonardo Ryoichi Kikuchi
Ji Hoon Kim
Hayden S. Kirkpatrick
Morgan Ann Kirnak
Malcolm Signet Kluth
Preston Bruce Knickerbocker
Skyler Payton Knitowski
Daniel Ryan Knutsen
Jacob Andrew Koon
Erika Jade Koopmans
Adam Max Kovar
Riley Edward Kramer
Cameron J. Krauss
Jacob Peter L’Ecuyer
Thomas Victor Lagorio
Alexander T. Lam
Hieu Phan Lam
Davis M. Landolt
Nicole Suzanne Lang
Gabrielle Kate Lange
Kelsie M. Lee
Markus Aleksandrs Lee
Ting-Chen Lee
Josephene Esther Lehner

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Derek Kirby Leneve
Ethan Layne Lennon
Justin Luke Leonard
Abbie Catherine Leugers*
Jeremy Daniel Leung
Noah Michael Aaron Levy
Kun Li
Rong Liang
Gabriel Emory Liebman
Kaitlyn Jean Lingo
Jake Louis Litman
Ryan Raymond Long
Stephanie Christine Loop
Eztevan Jose Lopez
Mia Day Lopez
Grason John Lord
Jane Pei Yi Low
Nicolas Joseph Lozano
Spencer Aaron Lozano
Adrian Lukmanto
Brandon C. Luna
Jeremy Donald Lund
Lily H. Ma
Ian J. MacDougall
Marta Josefiná Maestu
Matthew Kyle Magon
Tyler John Mahoney
Issa Malik
Garret Reed Malone
Parker Lane Manning
Alexandria Megan Manuel
Weston James Markowski
David Martinez
Gian-Luca Martinez
Giovanni Uriel Martinez
Lily Kathrin Martinson
Christian James Maser
Makayla Marcia Massar
Ava Melody Massarat
Akanksha Mathur
Kaylie Mei Matthews
Maxim Xiao-Ya Mayer
Grayson M. Mazziotti
Kathleen Ann McBride
Sadie Leigh McBride*
Anna Elizabeth McCallum
Kelsten Lind McCandlish
Erin Mary McCloat
Nathan Daniel McMahon
Kevin Michael Mealy
Danielle Adrienne Mendoza
Cameron Joseph Meno
Jack Marinus Middeldorp
Maria Shoshana Milgram
Adam Joseph Miller
Matthew Dale Miller
Sophie Marie Miller
Riley Alexandra Milligan
Jenna Cassidy Miloe*
Sage Ann Misley
Reid Ashton Mitchell
Matthew Victor Monti
Mark Antonio Montoya
Jane M. Morabito
Alexander Theodore Morales
Armando Jimenez Morales
Calin Rees Morgan
Bradley Paul Morin
Kelsey Cathleen Morris
Mitchell Steven Mostyn
Tylor Moua
Ana Patricia Mueller
Gina Janette Munguia-Martinez
Donovan Edward Muniz
Kyle Patrick Murphy
Tyson Kim Murphy

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Carson Robert Murray
Ahmad Nadeem
Shaan Baldev Nahal
Dylan Ryan Nakagawa
Nima Mahmoud Nasri
Anthony M. Negri
Tiffany Ann Nelson
Adam Luke Newman
Alicia Kaishi Ng
Ethan Anh-Khanh Nguyen
Davis Ryan Nidoy
Yubeen Noh
Bradley Michael Nurisso
Camden John O’Donnell
William Thomas O’Keefe
Jovani Ojeda-Davila
Ronin Wray Olmsted
Oluwakoyinsola Irefunmilayo Olopade
Madisen Rene Olsen
Sara Morgan Fabian Oroho
Jacob Alonzo Ortega
Tyler Jeffrey Owens
Cai Jacob Paivarinta
Chance Jonathan Parenteau
Myles Addison Parkel
James Nicholas Pashek
Taven R. Passey
Shaan Dev Patidar
Tyler Joseph Payton
Charlotte Anne Pearson
Logan Marie Peck
Angela Marie Pelky
Cara Pajela Peralta
Jacob B. Peralta
John Robert Petrie
Anh Thai Diem Pham
Matthew James Phipps
Lily Katherine Poat
Tanner Douglas Pollock
Aasha Devi Prasad
Alice Meredith Preston
Nopparod J T Srijanjao Pronnarongvat
Owen James Pugh
Kayla Elizabeth Rae
Jaiden Raine Spicher
Monique Adair Ramberg
Jonathan Clinton Rank
Alma Razaghi
Shawn Ian Recca
Daniel Aaron Ritthaler
Michael Benjamin Rivera
Carly Anne Rode
Jack Chester Rogaski
Brady F. Rogers
Ethan Grinnel Rogers
Anna Caroline Romero
Craig Michael Ronne
Sarah Hayes Rosenthal
Arman Chon Rostamian
Andrew William Russell
Andrew Gregory Sad
Joel Berhe Samuel
Marco Miceli Sanchez
Samuel Erik Sandgren
Calvin R. Savage
Ryan Christopher Sax
Trevor D. Scambray
Dylan Grey Schafer
Sophie Caroline Schenk
Erica Mari Schneider
Kent Ellis Schoenborn
Jacob Andrew Schroeder
Theodore S. Schuh
Andra Dinh Scott
Michael John Sederlin
Zain Ali Shah

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Timothy Hunter Shepherd
Sharon Doka Sherpa
Steven Shota Shinmachi
Curtis L. Sierakowski
Emma Ruth Simmons
Leeland A. Simons
Lauren Cassidy Sims*
Dominick Michael Sinclair
Nicolas Paul Singh
Audrey Marie Sirois
Clay Matthew Skelton
Andrew John Slominski
Cole James Smith
Julia Hanna Smith
Jordan Noah Snyder
Tsz Yau So
Olga Spiridonova
Anthony Javier David Spyker
Hunter B. Stacey
Joshua Blankfeld Steele
Nathaniel Paul Stember
Mason Lamar Stewart
Nicolaus Robert Strozeski
Zihan Su
Shawn Sudeora
Lawrence Canales Sugatan
Ardavan Tabrizian
Isabel Susan Talley
Jett Onosai Tanuvasa
Gabriella Renee Taylor
Kabe Joseph Teague
Quintin Eugene Thomas
Ryan Douglas Thomas
Luke E. Thompson
Alan Frye Torres
Luis Eduardo Tort
Dylan J. Trieb
Cole William Troedson

Ryan Michael Troedson
Trey Marcellis Trunnell*
Rou-Ting Tseng
David Samuel Tucker
Kieran Lawrence Turnbull
Adam Griffin Turner
Garrett Ryan Tutlis
Colin K. Umemoto
Konner Manzo Uratsuka
Tina Giang Van
Saxon Lance Varon
Lochlan Lee Vaughan
Katherine Isabel Vedder
Dylan Diego Vega
Gabrielle Vera
Marko Vidačkovic
Brian Robert Vincent
Olivia Rigel Viorst
Maxwell Tuyen Vu
Ping Chang Wang
Yingshi Wang
ZiXu Wang
Alliah Rae Washington
Connor Austen Watrous
Jacob Daniel Weber
Grant Michael Webster
Sydney Marie Weidlich
Taylor M. Wernig Hebert
Keevaughn Chase Asuncion Whates
Brian Dean Wicklund
Max Gordon Widergren
Lucas A. Wiens
Elizabeth Lynn Wiley
Judge James Joseph Williams
Myles Anthony Williams
Grant Tyler Wills
Camila Elaine Wilson
James Brock Wimbish

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Adam Johnson Wind
Owen Frederickson Wing
Joshua Scott Winter
Chris Wisniewski
Jack Blaise Wojcik
Cyrus Tzelam Wong
Ethan Jun Wong
Maxx Jaiden Wong
Spencer Philip Wong
Chloe Jordyn Wood
Gary Trey Wortman

Alyssa Nozomi Wright
Tyler R. Wuensch
Oh Sung Yang
Justin Thomas Yates
Aidan James Young
Audrey Marie Youngblood
Yize Yuan
Emma Diane Yurochko
Megan Alicia Zimmerman
Itamar Zohar

Summer and Fall 2023 Degree Applicants

Daryel Payne Adams
Afnan Abdulhamid L Albadrani
Byron Ronaldo Alvarez
Daniel Attia
Cristian Balcazar
Elijah Tayib Battle
Noah Eric Bautista
Jacob Michael Benson
Melissa S. Berry
Yasmine Kaylani Bertschy
Cedar Nasim Cianciulli
Yasmine Cida Guzman*
Grace Rhianna Clarke
Carson Arkell Clarke
Jack A. Demetros
Jackson Marquez DiChiara
Jake Dietrich Douglas
Paige Elizabeth Dunckley
Brendan Christopher Ehming
Nain Esteban Emery Reinke
Zachary V. Feehan
Olivia Morgan Forrester
Samantha Nicole Gilpin
Jeremy Adam Gunderson
Spencer James Harrington
Nicolas Alexander Hausser
Cole Jagger Hawkins
Lauren Erica Hegemann
Lucas Moriarty Hobbs
Kylie Marie Jones
Cole Matthew Jones
Shunichi Shaun Kaneda
Oliver Patrick Kaufmann
Joseph James Kaylor
Wade Rudolph Korbel
Rohan Gautam Kumar
Sydney Marie Larrison
Tailin Li
YuanPeng Liao
Jeremy Jace Linver
QiQi Ma
John William Mathewson
Mackenzie Barbara Margurette Mayhack
Grace Eileen Meyer
Ian Robert Morrisette
Will R. Mosher
Nicholas Hayes Mundorff
Nicholas Joseph Niedermeyer
Alexander Ramsey Nijmeh
Cameron S. Nolander

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
Alma Leone Nye
Westley Edward-Harden O’Brien
Spencer Biale Parks
Dhru Michael Patel
Khairi Yamond Wesley Perry
Tristan Akira Phillips
Justin Tyler Pirigyi
Nutanchasa Piyasirilukuksika
Trent Eason Tadayuki Posey
Gavin Douglas Potwin
Dahlia Mohd Razif
Freya Vivienne Rhodes
Rodrigo Alejandro Rivas Aguilar
Paris Martin Rosenbaum
Emily Elizabeth Rowe
Jared Taylor Rubin
Aaron D. Rudder
Mason Rockwell Sainsbury-Carter
Vidal Alexis Salazar Reyes
Sierra Ya Xu Schlegelmann
Taylor Marie Schornstein
Jacob Gordon Sena
Matthew A. Sisco
Jordan Alayna Socherman
William T. Spitznagel
Joshua R. Sprecher
Cory Lee Stockdale
Spencer Eliot Stone
Kelton Lewis Stowell
Kamilla Sultanova
Natania Yofira Suryanata*
Garret Perseus Suszcynsky
Dylan Davis Suttner
Quintin Eugene Thomas
Chloe Maryn Ticktin
Tristan Antuan Tran
Tzu-En Tseng
Nicholas Ford Tucker
Karan V. Vazirani
Tintin Nathalie Walden
Xiaofang Wang
Daniel Tolas Ward
Anders Phillipe Watson
Samuel Preston Watts
Brock Schmitt Williams
Jordan Paul Wilson
Brieanna R. Wilson
Jeffrey James Wise
Ethan Jacob Wong
Ruiqi Xu
Wen Jing Yang
Yanchi Yang
Ashley Lorne Yoshida
Alessia Zarbo
Baihan Zhang
Heidi M. Zuniga Presiado

* Indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma National Honor Society.
The Lundquist College of Business empowers an engaged community of students, faculty, staff, and stakeholders who create, apply, and disseminate business knowledge in order to make significant contributions to their professions, communities, and society.

An integral part of the University of Oregon’s position as an elite research institution, the college boasts a world-class faculty that delivers a distinctive education combining an integrated understanding of business’s role in society with hands-on experiences.

- Founded in 1993, the Warsaw Sports Marketing Center is the first sports industry program in the nation to be housed at a college of business.
- The Lillis Business Complex is the first certified environmentally friendly business school facility in the nation.
- The college’s finance curriculum is certified by the prestigious Chartered Financial Analyst Institute’s University Recognition Program, making it one of only 150 programs worldwide on this exclusive list.
- *U.S. News & World Report’s Best Business Schools 2023* placed the college’s undergraduate business program 19th in the nation for marketing, 32nd among public business schools, and 51st overall out of more than 516 programs ranked.
- The Lundquist College of Business was first accredited in 1923, and its accounting program was accredited in 1989. Only 1.5 percent of the world’s business schools are accredited in both business and accounting by AACSB International.
- The college’s Department of Management placed eighth for research productivity on a per capita basis over the past five years, according to rankings released in 2023 by Texas A&M University and the University of Georgia.

The Lundquist College of Business undergraduate class of 2023 includes 705 graduates from 12 countries and 32 states, 36 international students, and 365 Oregonians. Among the graduates, 229 earned a minor in a field outside of business, and 11 earned a certificate in global business.
FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY

Exiting the Arena
Guests are kindly requested to remain seated until all graduates have been escorted from Matthew Knight Arena. Guests will then be invited to exit the arena.

Graduates will exit the building at a different location. If you have not made prior arrangements for a meeting location, please meet your graduate in the Lillis Business Complex at the reception. Commencement staff will be available to assist guests with directions.

Helpful Information

Photography
Professional photographs will be taken of the graduates as they receive their diploma covers. You may order photos online 48 hours after today's ceremony. Please visit the Lundquist College of Business commencement website for details: business.uoregon.edu/ug/commencement.

Personal Photography
Due to fire marshal restrictions, guests are not permitted on the floor of Matthew Knight Arena. Please remain seated to take photos. The UO campus offers many beautiful backdrops for graduation-day photos. We encourage you to take advantage of our beautiful campus to capture your graduation-day memories.

Flowers
Alpha Phi Omega (service fraternity) is selling flowers. The prices vary.
HONORING NATIVE PEOPLES AND LANDS

The University of Oregon is located on Kalapuya Ilihi, the traditional indigenous homeland of the Kalapuya people. Following treaties between 1851 and 1855, Kalapuya people were dispossessed of their indigenous homeland by the United States government and forcibly removed to the Coast Reservation in Western Oregon. Today, descendants are citizens of the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde Community of Oregon and the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians of Oregon, and continue to make important contributions in their communities, at UO, across the land we now refer to as Oregon, and around the world.